This paper describes our submission to the CoNLL-2015 shared task on discourse parsing. We factor the pipeline into subcomponents which are then used to form the final sequential architecture. Focusing on achieving good performance when inferring explicit discourse relations, we apply maximum entropy and recurrent neural networks to different sub-tasks such as connective identification, argument extraction, and sense classification. The our final system achieves 16.51%, 12.73% and 11.15% overall F1 scores on the dev, WSJ and blind test sets, respectively.
Introduction
The task of discourse parsing is generally conceived as a pipeline of steps, corresponding to: i) locating explicit discourse connectives, ii) identifying the spans of text that serve as the two arguments for each discourse connective, and iii) predicting the sense for both explicit and implicit relations. Understanding such discourse information is clearly an important component of natural language understanding that impacts a wide range of downstream natural language applications.
Since Penn Discourse Treebank was released, a number of data driven approaches have been proposed to deal with different challenging subtasks of discourse parsing. As explicit arguments may be intra-sentential or inter-sentential, Lin et al. (2012) , Xu et al. (2012) , Stepanov and Riccardi (2012) propose to employ argument position classification as heuristic and then apply separated models for argument extraction. Ghosh et al. (2011) regarded argument extraction as a tokenlevel sequence labeling task, applying conditional random fields (CRFs) to label each token in a sentence. Following on this work, Ghosh et al. (2012) designed many global features to help distinguish Argument1 and Argument2 within the same sentence. Lin et al. (2014) formulated the task as finding the nodes in the constituent parse that are Argument1 or Argument2. However, the performance of this approach is heavily dependent upon the quality of the input parse trees. The different characteristic of implicit and explicit discourse relations are another important consideration. Lin et al. (2009) apply three feature classes: the constituent parse, the dependency parse and wordpair features for implicit relation classification. Rutherford and Xue (2014) exploit Brown cluster pairs to represent discourse relations in naturally occurring text. Considering the whole task, Lin et al. (2014) introduce a pipeline framework including several sub-tasks (connective classifier, argument labeler, explicit classifier and non-explicit classifier) to handle both explicit and non-explicit relations based on the PDTB corpus using maximum entropy.
In our work, we design the framework of our system based on Lin et al. (2014) . The task is split the into seven components: connective classifier, argument positions classifier, three argument extractors, explicit sense classifier and implicit sense classifier. We approach argument extraction as a sequence labelling task, employing recurrent neural network (RNN) to classify each candidate token. We use distributional representations via word embeddings to decrease the out-ofvocabulary words (OOVs) problem which result from the scarcity of training data. After a postprecessing step which resolves label conflicts, we extract the spans of arguments. For other components, we use a classification via maximum entropy, and explore diverse features. In this system, we mainly focus on explicit relations, thus we only apply a simple majority function for the non-explicit component.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-lows: Section 2 describes the framework and each component of our proposed system. Then we discuss the results, including the official results and post-task results, in Section 3. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 4.
Proposed System
The framework of our system is shown in Figure 1 . In the first step, the connective classifier is used to identify connectives according to the occurrences of the predefined connectives. Once a candidate is labelled as a connective, an explicit relation is created. The next step is then to find the argument positions (arg1 and arg2) for each explicit relation. Here we use a classifier to label two cases: 1, arg1 and arg2 are in the same sentence (SS), or 2, arg1 and arg2 are not in the same sentence (OT). Then we train and apply different argument extraction models for these two cases. After labelling the argument span, we use a sense classification component to classify them to predefined sense types. After processing the explicit relations, the nonexplicit part extracts all the adjacent sentence pairs which are not explicit relations and then infers implicit relations. As we mainly focus on explicit relations, in this part, we only apply a simple majority function to give all candidate pairs the same results.
Connective Classifier
As words which can be discourse connectives do not always function as discourse connectives, we need to identify if an instance of a connective candidate is a functional connective each time it occurs. Pilter and Nenkova (2009) showed that syntactic features extracted from constituent parse trees are very useful in disambiguating discourse connectives from other functions. Lin et al. (2014) tackled this problem by first using the connective list to identify the candidates and then using a combination of simple POS-based features and tree-based features, an approach which also achieved good performance. To model the syntactic relation, they also propose a path feature, which is the combined tags of sub-tree nodes from connective to the root. Compressed path means the adjacent identical tags are combined (e.g., -NP-NP-is combined into -NP-).
Based on above work, we extract the 99 types of connectives defined in the PDTB training corpus.
As shown in Table 1 , we use three feature classes: lexical, syntactic and others. Especially, we employ the position of connection as a new feature (i.e., beginning or not), because we observe that the candidates occurring at the beginning are always the connectives. Then a ME model is applied to classify each connective candidate as a connective or not. After exploring 14 features and combinations, we finally found that the feature set {2-10,13, 14} which yields the best performance on dev set. The final score is shown in Section 3.
Argument Position Classification
arg2 is the argument with which the connective is syntactically associated, and its position is fixed once we have located the connective from the previous component (Section 2.1). Thus, the challenging step for this task is to identify the location of arg1. Prasad et al. (2008) show that arg1 may be located in various positions to the connective, such as within the same sentence (SS), before (PS), or after (FS) the sentence containing the connective. Furthermore, arg1 may be adjacent or nonadjacent with connective sentence. arg1 may also contain one or more sentences. As SS and PS constitute 90.20% of all explicit relations, our system mainly focus on these two cases. Therefore, we use a argument position classifier to classify a relation as SS or PS. In our experiment, we compared 17 features and their combinations, which are shown in Table 3 . Finally, we use the feature set {1-3, 5, 7, 9, 11-14, 17} since it achieves the highest accuracy (97.78%) on dev set.
Argument Extraction
One of the key problems in discourse parsing is the task of extraction of argument spans of discourse relation. In the light of the recent success (Mesnil et al., 2013; Raymond and Riccardi, 2007) . After determining the likely position of arg1, we split the explicit relations into two sets: SS and OT. We apply token-level sequence labeling approach with the separate models for arguments of intra-sentential and inter-sentential explicit discourse relations (Ghosh et al. 2011; Stepanov and Riccardi, 2012) . As shown in Figure 1 , we apply two components to deal with these two cases. Besides, in OT, we also train separated models to deal with Arg1 and Arg2 extraction.
Since for sequence labeling we use IOBE (Inside, Out, Begin, End) notation as the labels for both Arg1 and Arg2. For example, the set of classes for the SS case is {arg1-B, arg1-I, arg1-E, arg2-B, arg2-I, arg2-E and None}. The sets of classes for OT are {arg1-B, arg1-I, arg1-E and None} and {arg2-B, arg2-I, arg2-E and None}.
As input features, we use the word embeddings for Arg1 and Arg2 in order to infer the argument labels. We use RNNs to learn a word embedding on the part of training data. As the official scorer will give points only when the whole argument span is right, we employ this scorer to calculate the performance in each iteration of training. Furthermore, we compare the performance with different parameters: number of context windows, hidden layers, iterations and word embeddings. Finally, we set number of context windows as 5, hidden layers as 300, iterations as 10 and word embeddings as 100 to achieve the highest performance.
Besides, we only extract the relations in the corresponding scenario as the training data, thus OOVs may harm the models. We use distributional representations via word embeddings to alleviate the problem, which results from the scarcity of training data.
Explicit Sense Classification
One method that has previously been employed to resolve the ambiguity in discourse connectives is to build a classifier with some very simple features. They are the connective (one or more words), the connectives POS, and the connective + its previous word (Lin et al., 2014) . This approach achieves an F1 score of 86.77, which is quite impressive compared the human agreement score of 84%.
Therefore, for this component, we still employ the similar feature set, which is shown in Table  4 . Finally, we apply the feature set {1-3, 5-6} to obtain the best scores on dev set.
Non-Explicit Relations
The non-explicit relation includes Implicit , AltLex, EntRel and NoRel relations.
The non-explicit relations are annotated for all adjacent sentence pairs within paragraphs. If there is already an explicit relation from the previous step between two adjacent sentences, they are exempt from this step. In our system, we just apply a majority classifier, labeling all non-explicit relation candidates as EntRel.
Experiments and Results

System Setup
All available training data, development set, test sets from CoNLL 2015 (LDC2015E21) 1 are used in this study. Besides, we use the Skip-gram Neural Word Embeddings 2 for RNNs. All the used syntactic information are automatically predicted by the Berkeley Parser 3 .
We use Maxent toolkit 4 for the ME method. And we apply Theano 5 (Bastien et al., 2012; Bergstra et al., 2010) for the RNNs. We use the Python programming language to develop all the compontents and divided each component into two parts: one is training which is processed in our CPU and GPU servers and the other is decoding which is run on TIRA server 6 .
Official Results
The official results are shown in Table 5 . The performance of connective classifier is around 80%, which is not good enough. There are two reasons: 1, we skip some separated connectives such as either or, neither nor etc. and 2, the current feature set missed some syntactic information. For argument extraction, the reasonable scores show our proposed method can really work for this part. However, it does not work well for OT case, because the span is always located the whole sentence. It may be helpful by adding structure fea- tures into RNNs. The sense classifier is the worst component, which only obtained about 8% F1 scores. It is because 1, the errors from previous components are propagated, which is also the limitation of the pipeline architecture; 2, we apply a simple non-explicit component and miss a lot implicit relations, which result in the low recall. On the whole, our system can still be improved in many ways.
Conclusions and Further Work
This paper describes the discourse parsing system we implemented for the CoNLL-2015 shared task. We build a pipeline system which focuses on achieving good performance when inferring explicit discourse relations. We apply maximum entropy and recurrent neural networks to different sub-tasks. This is our ongoing work, and we will keep on improving the system by employing novel neural network methods. 
